Can Patient Cooperation During Biometry Be A Predictor of The Type of Anesthesia For Phacoemulsification Cataract Surgery
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess any association between the cooperation of patients during biometry and cataract surgery by phacoemulsification in order to predict the type of anesthesia for the subject surgery.

Study Design: Cross-sectional study.

Place and Duration of Study: Eye Department, Combined Military Hospital, Multan Pakistan, from Jan to Dec 2019.

Methodology: A total of 332 patients requiring cataract surgery by phacoemulsification were recruited from the Eye department of Combined Military Hospital Multan. Patient cooperation level was measured during A-scan biometry. The cooperation level of same patient, assessed during biometry was used to plan the type of anesthesia to be administered during cataract surgery by phacoemulsification.

Results: There were 209 male and 122 female patients with the mean age of 65.14 ± 0.57 years. A significant association was found between the cooperation of patient during biometry and cataract surgery by phacoemulsification appointments (p=0.02). A significant proportion of the patients 162 (81.4%) maintained their good cooperation during surgery. Out of the 133 patients, exhibiting poor cooperation during biometry procedure, 88 (66.3%) showed an improvement in their status by having good cooperation in surgery procedure.

Conclusion: In the light of favorable clinical observation, the cooperation of the patients at the biometry procedure may be considered as a significant predictor of the type of anesthesia to be administered during cataract surgery by phacoemulsification.
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INTRODUCTION

Cataract surgery has become a common operative procedure since the emergence of the cataract as the major cause of blindness in the developing as well as in non-developing countries.1,2 In the light of recent advancements, currently practiced methods to remove cataract such as phacoemulsification and intra-ocular lens (IOL) implantation, are found to be highly reliable and reproducible.3,4

Cataract surgeries are aimed to be pain-free operations. A study shows that pain perception during the surgery determines the level of patient cooperation.5 Previous literature shows that female gender, young age, rural place residence and lower pre-operative visual acuity are the factors that reduce the levels of patient’s compliance.5,6 To achieve a painless experience and maximum patient compliance, the phacoemulsification and IOL implantation procedures are attempted under topical or local anesthesia.7,8 The topical anesthesia is preferred with regards to its minimal side effects, easy administration and earlier post-operative recovery, but its optimal output depends on patient’s cooperation during surgery.9

The efficiency of the surgeon and patient’s experience can be improved if the compliance of the patient can be predicted before the surgical procedure. The level of anxiety during the biometry can dictate the mode of anesthesia suitable for that patient. The best method of the anesthesia for a particular patient undergoing cataract surgery by phacoemulsification is still under question and lacks evidence.10 Since patient’s response towards cataract surgery by phacoemulsification under topical anesthesia is highly unpredictable, so meticulous planning of appropriate anesthesia for a particular patient beforehand is very significant for successful surgery and optimal visual restoration.2 Good cooperation level during biometry may suggest that the patient would have good cooperation at the...
time of the surgery and would require topical anesthesia only.⁵

Although a previous study by Fraser et al., was
done to establish a relation between patient’s cooperation and ultra sound A scan, however the evidence remain inconclusive.¹⁰ Since 1990s the techniques and equipment used for phacoemulsification have changed and also the clinical competency of the ophthalmologists has been improved. This study was aimed to fill the knowledge gap and assess the association between the cooperation levels of patient during the biometry and the phacoemulsification cataract surgery in modern times in local Pakistani population. The study also assessed the validity of predicting the patient cooperation level during biometry to plan the type of anesthesia beforehand for phacoemulsification cataract surgery for the benefit of both the patient and surgeon.

METHODOLOGY

A cross-sectional study was conducted at the Combined Military Hospital, Multan from January till December 2019. A total of 332 patients were recruited by non-probability, consecutive sampling technique.

Inclusion Criteria: Patients who were diagnosed with cataract and requiring phacoemulsification surgery were included in the study.

Exclusion Criteria: Patients with mature/hyper mature cataract, having a language barrier (were not able to speak in Urdu, English and Punjabi), having hearing problems, younger than 20 years and older than 70 years of age were excluded from the study.

Patients were recruited after the informed consent. Ethical approval for this study was taken from the CMH Ethical Review Committee. The sample size was calculated using the WHO sample size calculator. The ‘cooperation of patients during tonometry’ proportion values were taken from a study by Abdolreza et al., for the sample size calculation.¹¹ Using a 0.05 level of significance with a 90% power, anticipated proportion values of 0.35 for population 1 and 0.621 for population 2, a sample size of 70 was estimated. For this study, we recruited 332 patients.

A detailed medical history, including age and gender was recorded from all the potential participants. IOL master and ultra sound A scan contact biometry were used.¹² IOL Master is costly method and not used commonly in resource limited centers. Therefore, a traditional ultrasound-based A scan biometer was attempted. The patients were assessed placing the probe near the eye and the contact sensations. Biometry and phacoemulsification were carried out in the supine position. Traditional phacoemulsification surgery was done using 2.75 keratome ophthalmic knife with the ‘divide and chop’ rule.¹³

At the phacoemulsification surgery appointment, patients were either administered topical or local anesthesia. This decision was taken based on the cooperation status of patients from their biometry appointment. For local anesthesia, peribulbar anesthesia was used where indicated. Peribulbar anesthesia is reported to have good anesthesia but incomplete akinesia.¹⁴ Therefore, in peribulbar anesthesia the cooperation of patients can be recorded based on eye movement, eye squeezing and head movement.¹⁵ All these factors were kept in consideration while recording the cooperation levels of patients during the surgery.

Co-operation of patients was observed during the biometry procedure, and response was recorded. The type of anesthesia to be given to the patients for phacoemulsification cataract surgery of the second eye was planned in the light of cooperation level of the patients during biometry.

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25.0 was used for the data analysis. Frequencies and percentages were calculated for gender, biometry cooperation and surgery cooperation. Mean and standard deviation was calculated for the age. Cooperation levels for both biometry and surgery were dichotomized. ‘un-cooperative’ to ‘minimally cooperative’ response was categorized as ‘poor cooperation’, while ‘moderately cooperative’ to ‘fully cooperative response was categorized as ‘good cooperation’. Pearson’s chi square test was applied to assess any differences in the cooperation level recorded during the biometry and surgery procedures. The p-value of ≤0.05 was considered to be significant.

RESULTS

A total of 509 patients were initially screened. Patient cooperation levels were not properly recorded for 179 patients. Therefore, we achieved a sample size of 332 patients. The mean age of the participants was 65.14 ± 0.57 years. Out of the 332 patients, there were 209 (63.0%) males and 122 (36.9%) females.

At the biometry procedure, 133 (40.1%) patients had poor cooperation, while 199 (59.9%) patients had good cooperation. In comparison, only 82 (24.7%) patients had poor cooperation at the biometry procedure, while 250 (75.3%) patients had good cooperation at the
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surgery procedure. The cooperation status between the biometry and surgery procedures was found to be significant (p=0.002; Table-II).

Table I: Criteria for determining cooperation levels for biometry and phacoemulsification surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Cooperation Level</th>
<th>Biometry Criteria</th>
<th>Surgery Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor Cooperation</td>
<td>Biometry done under eye speculum and pre-biometry instructions as well as constant guidance and instructions required during biometry</td>
<td>Surgery done under local anesthesia as patient was totally uncooperative for topical anesthesia, preoperative instructions were also given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately Cooperative</td>
<td>Pre-biometry instructions given. A few instructions had to be given during the biometry as well.</td>
<td>Preoperative instructions given. A few instructions had to be given during the surgery as well.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Cooperation status during biometry and surgery procedures (n=332).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biometry</th>
<th>Surgery</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometry</td>
<td>Poor Cooperation</td>
<td>45 (33.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td>37 (18.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

This study assessed the cooperation levels of 332 patients during the biometry and phacoemulsification surgery procedures. The whole purpose of this study was to determine whether the cooperation level of the patients at the biometry procedure could possibly predict the cooperation level of the same patient at the surgery procedure. This could be helpful in selecting the choice of anesthesia for the surgery.

Our results revealed that the cooperation levels during the two procedures were statistically significant. A closer analysis suggested that out of the 199 patients who had good cooperation during biometry, a significantly large majority 162 (81.4%) had good cooperation at the surgery procedure as well. Thus, the good cooperation level during the biometry stage was maintained for more than 80% of the patients for the surgery. Kang et al, mentioned that prior knowledge about the perceived pain pre-operatively and experience of the procedure to be carried out can relieve patient's discomfort and improve cooperation.3

Pre-operative evaluations of the patients were seen to reduce the rate of procedure cancellations on the day of the surgery.16,17

In our knowledge, there are only a few studies showing the patient cooperation during biometry and surgery procedures. However, Abdolreza et al, suggested that patient compliance during phacoemulsification depends on other factors such as visual acuity, reaction to eye drop, cooperation during tonometry, and reaction to press on the lacrimal sac before surgery.11

In our study, out of the 133 patients who cooperated poorly during the biometry stage, only 45 (33.8%) had poor cooperation at the time of the surgery. This showed that the cooperation of 88 patients (66.3%) out of 133 patients improved at the time of the surgery. From a clinical standpoint, if a surgeon were expecting poor cooperation from a patient at the time of the surgery and that patient cooperates fully, that would actually be a positive transition for the surgeon and he would easily shift from local infiltration anesthesia to administering topical anesthesia in the other eye surgery.18,19

According to Fraser et al, cooperation of patients before the cataract surgery by phacoemulsification is a good predictor for the topical anesthesia tolerance.10 Similarly the study of Omulecki et al, observed that a good mood before the surgery was related to better cooperation during the surgery. The findings of the current study were in accordance to these findings.5

In a previous study by Patel et al, it was observed that patients having treated under topical and local anesthesia had no difference in cooperation levels. Patients under both the categories had excellent compliance. According to that study, the patient cooperation is also influenced by other factors like gender, pain perception and visual acuity levels pre-operatively.18

Patient cooperation and anxiety due to poor cooperation during the biometry can be a pointer for the mode of anesthesia to be used during the cataract surgery by phacoemulsification. However, other factors such as demographics of the patients, cooperation during applanation tonometry and visual acuity levels should also be considered in future studies.

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

This study had a few limitations. In order to determine the cooperation level at the cataract surgery by phacoemulsification procedure, the cooperation level during biometry...
was the only predictor variable that was considered in this study. Other variables were not considered in this study. Future studies should focus on other factors, such as the socioeconomic status, education level and tonometry. These factors, in addition to other factors may help in determining the type of anesthesia to be administered during the cataract surgery by phacoemulsiification. In addition, data should be collected from more than one center to minimize bias.

CONCLUSION

In the light of favorable clinical observation, the cooperation of the patients at the biometry procedure may be considered as a significant predictor of the type of anesthesia to be administered during the cataract surgery by phacoemulsionification.
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